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ExaSky

The ExaSky Team
Argonne National Laboratory:
Michael Buehlmann, Franck Cappello, JD Emberson, Hal Finkel, Nicholas
Frontiere, Salman Habib, Katrin Heitmann, Joe Insley, Vitali Morozov, Adrian
Pope, Malin Renneby, Silvio Rizzi, Sergei Shudler, Tom Uram
Los Alamos National Laboratory:
Jim Ahrens, Chris Biwer, Patricia Fasel, Pascal Grosset, Jesus Pulido
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory:
Ann Almgren, Chris Daley, Zarija Lukic, Peter Nugent, Hannah Ross, Jean Sexton
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Enable the extraction of fundamental physics from
upcoming cosmological surveys
• Explore physics of the dark sector
• Understand and characterize systematics
• Provide foundation for end-to-end survey
simulations

End-to-end simulation for the galaxy
distribution as measured by LSST
based on a HACC simulation

Image credit: D. Boutigny (IN2P3) and the LSST Dark Energy Survey collaboration
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- Fully enabled in-situ analysis
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• HACC gravity-only simulation
as foundation for most detailed
synthetic sky maps ever made
• Requirements:
- Large volume (~3Gpc/h)3 to
cover survey area out to high
redshift (z~3 for optical surveys,
z~10 for CMB lensing)
- High mass resolution
to resolve halos that host faint
galaxies
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Challenge Problem
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Exascale Computing Project
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Challenge
ChallengeProblem
Problem
• HACC hydro simulation to
•HACC
understand the effects of baryons on
cosmological
probes
on
cosmological
probes
• Relevant scales: groups and
•Relevant
clusters
• Relevant physics: AGN, SNe
•Relevant
feedback, cooling
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Figure of Merit
• Desiderata:
- Captures the most important components and goals of our challenge problem
- Straightforward to implement and can be measured now (do not want to speculate
about performance changes due to new physics)
- No ‘knobs’ to tweak
- Consistency with CORAL and CORAL-2 HACC benchmarks
• Ingredients:
3
- Number of simulation particles (more is better!), N = np
- Time to solution (faster is better!), t, measured per time step
- Measurements for both gravity-only and adiabatic hydro solver
- Focus on HACC (since HACC will be used for the challenge problem)
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Baseline
Baseline
••Large
Large Simulation on Theta

- Based on BorgCube simulation (Emberson et al. 2019), adiabatic hydro
simulation on 3072 Theta nodes
- 2x23043 particles, (800 Mpc/h)3 box, mass resolution: mp ⇠ 3 · 109 M /h
- Set-up following CORAL benchmark (5 steps, 4 sub-cycles each)
Code
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FOMbase = 382.04 · 106 sec
Exascale Computing Project
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Baseline Rescaled
•Scaling Baseline Theta Simulation to
20PFlops to target FOM~50
- Base problem ran on 3072 Theta nodes
- 4392 nodes on Theta deliver 11.7PFlops
- Use weak scaling to rescale problem to
20PFlops system
- 7500 nodes, 30003 particles, time-tosolution unchanged
Strong scaling of CRK-HACC on Theta, from
ADSE01-3, Year 1 Milestone: CRK-SPH
implementation and testing of HACC on Theta
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Scalingon
onSummit
Summit
Scaling
••Run
Run on
on 4096
4096 Summit
Summit nodes
nodes

- Weak scale problem, keep mass resolution the same
- Weak scale problem, keep mass resolution the same
Code
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3

FOMSummit /FOMbase = 11536.12/843.39 = 13.68

Exascale Computing Project
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FOM Development
FOM

Summit Target
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HACC
Hardware/Hybrid
Accelerated
Cosmology
Code
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The Gravitational N-Body Problem
• Gravity is an intrinsically long-range force
– No shielding, no Debye length, no long-range cut-offs
– For particle interactions, the naive algorithm is O(N2)
• Other inverse-square law applications
– Plasma physics, beam dynamics, MD long-range forces
– The sign in the Poisson equation matters: clustering
properties of the solution important for performance and
control of errors
– Physical requirements and boundary conditions dictate choice
of solvers

Beam dynamics (IMPACT)

• Algorithmic Options
– Particle-based (FMM, tree, direct N2)
– Mesh-based (PM/PIC, AMR, —)
– Hybrid (PM/PIC + particle-based)
• Trade-Off space
– Performance, memory, accuracy, —
Cosmology (HACC)
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Hybrid Approaches
• Short-range/Long-range separation
– Linearity of the Poisson equation allows scale-separation
– Scale separation allows use of different solvers
– HACC philosophy: long-range forces smooth, better suited

to grid methods (large distributed FFTs, multi-grid —); highly
clustered short-range distribution better suited to particle
methods

• Force matching logic
– Hand-off should be “smooth” (low particle noise, low grid

anisotropy, force accuracy)

– Hand-off scale should be optimally short (trade-off between

performance and memory)

• Tuning the forces: HACC strategy
– Control small-scale grid force fall-off via spatial and

(primarily) Fourier filtering
– Sufficiently short matching length scale

– Low-order polynomial fit for the short-range force law

Figure illustrating force-matching. Key issues
are the ability to :
1) shape the long-range force law at small
scales, and
2) tune the hand-over scale for computational
efficiency while maintaining low force
noise at the hand-over
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HACC Strategy
• Separation scale
– Large distributed FFT for the long-

Force noise from a
conventional CIC PM
force calculation

– Allowance of multiple short-range force

solvers (direct N2, FMM, tree) motivates
short hand-over scale

• Spectral instead of spatial approach
– Exploit SWFFT performance and

scalability

Two-particle Force

range solver allows for shorter handover scales (SWFFT)

HACC’s 6-th order,
spectrally filtered,
“Quiet-CIC” PM force

– Control anisotropy noise and force-

shaping details

– Avoid complex spatial stencils (which

are anyway highly restrictive), typical in
P3M codes

– High-order influence function (6th-

Distance (grid units)

order) and spectral derivatives (4thorder Super-Lanczos)
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HACC Strategy: Details

• Long-range solver

– 3-D grid force-solver has anisotropy on small

scales; sinc-Gaussian filter used to suppress
“anisotropy noise”
– Since density field has low noise, can use higherorder influence function

– 4-th order super-Lanczos gradient can be applied

directly in Fourier space
• Short-range force
– Derived from explicit numerical computation of two-

particle forces and fitted to an expression with the
correct asymptotics at short and far distances

– 4-th order super-Lanczos gradient can be applied directly in Fourier space
– Above expression can be accurately fitted by a fifth-order polynomial (and a reciprocal sqrt)
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SWFFT
South
West
Fast
Fourier
Transform

SWFFT
• HACC (C/C++)
– Weak scaling, run near memory limit on full systems, large grids, many nodes/ranks, MPI+OpenMP
– Relatively small fraction of time/effort in FFT, scaling more important than latency
– Only 3D, double precision, complex-to-complex, CPU memory, do not need arbitrary grid sizes

• SWFFT (C/C++, Fortran interface available)
– HACC starts in block decomposition, communicate to pencil decompositions for 1D FFTs
– Pattern: block à x-pencils à block à y-pencils à block à z-pencils
• Number of communicating pairs scales as R1/3
• Block à x-pencil à y-pencil à z-pencil pattern scales as R2/3, but fewer stages can yield lower latencies
• Performance trade-offs depending on grid size, number of ranks, system (Steve Plimpton)

– Conservative implementation: point-to-point, small number of large messages, not all simultaneous
– Low memory overhead: 2 copies of global grid (out-of-place), fractional buffer overhead decreases with

increasing number of ranks (~1-10% at production scales)
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Begin with cube
dataset

Divide data set
into pencil
“chunks”

Send chunks to
proper pencil

End with pencil
dataset
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SWFFT: Scaling on RoadRunner, BlueGene, and Titan

* Tested up to 153603 on 1.5M BGQ ranks
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SWFFT: Scaling on Theta
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SWFFT: Scaling on Summit
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Developments on Summit
• Weak scaling of CRK-HACC on Summit
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Weak scaling of CRK-HACC on Summit, from
ADSE01-29, Year 2 Milestone: Summit Performance
Metrics for HACC
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ExaSky/HACC + CoPA

CoPA: Solvers
• SWFFT: current
– HACC’s solver is ~500 lines of C++ (on top of SWFFT)
– Demo version of Nyx (AMReX) solver
• Branch of SWFFT with more flexible mapping between grids and ranks

• SWFFT: future
– Move more flexible grid/rank mapping into master and use in HACC
– Considering GPU memory space, compute FFTs, MPI from GPUs
– Exascale: HACC will make sure SWFFT can scale up to ~300003 grids on ~1M ranks

• Cabana/Cajita FFTs
– fftMPI (LAMMPS) and heffte (UTK/ICL FFT-ECP) currently available
– May make SWFFT available
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CoPA: Short-Range Force
• Small fraction of code, large fraction of FLOPS, tuned for different architectures
• Data-structures
– CPU: RCB/KD tree (multi-resolution spatial search, shorter interaction lists)
– GPU: chaining mesh (more particle-particle interactions, simpler data movement/access patterns)

• Kernels
– CPU (BGQ, KNL): compiler hints, intrinsics, assembly
– GPU (production): OpenCL, CUDA
– GPU (experimental): SYCL, OpenMP/target

• Implement in Cabana?
– Test performance portability with different backends
– Test AoSoA data layout (considering for some future architectures)
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CoPA: HACC MiniApps?
• Particle-Mesh (PM)
– Solver (SWFFT)
– Initializer (SWFFT)
– Deposit (Cabana/Cajita)
– Time Stepper (small amount of C++ code)
– Particle mover, guard/ghost zones (Cabana: Halo Exchange? Migration?)

• High Resolution
– PM code
– Short-range force
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CoPA: Analysis
• CosmoTools
– HACC’s in-situ and post-processing tools, essential for extracting scientific value from simulations
– Many algorithms, many lines of code, difficult to maintain performance portability

• Accelerators
– Currently use Thrust (CUDA, OpenMP3) to accelerate some analysis tasks
– Considering Cabana as a future alternative

• Halo finding
– Critical/central analysis task - galaxies live in massive dark matter halos
– Friends-of-Friends (FOF) algorithm difficult to thread or offload efficiently
– ArborX: can we can create efficient equivalent query, possibly by expanding ArborX capability?
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It’s Over!

